Upright Walking Increases Stimulation of the Nervous System
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During walking optimal stimulation of the nervous system depends on how upright we walk. When we use heeled footwear it makes us lean somewhat more forward and then we lose an amount of stimulation. If we could use foot wear that don’t lift the heel of the foot, important improvements in our defense against various diseases would occur and the treatments of Hippocrates could be used once more.

Several million years ago parts of our skeleton were rebuilt to make us walk upright [1,2]. We then could walk with long strides and high mechanical efficiency while not falling over [2]. When starting to walk inhibition of the tonically active triceps surae muscles made the whole body fall forward over the stance ankle. This stretched the muscle and loaded the tendon with elastic energy [3], which then was sent by the tendon organs to the cerebellar gait centre, where it stimulated neurovascular units that regulate blood flow and energy delivery to the cerebrum [4-6]. The increase in blood flow was clearly related to neurogenesis [7].

In Western Europe people began wearing heeled shoes as early as before 1453 [8], the boundary between The Middle Ages and The Early Modern Times. Then, when starting to walk wearing shoes that lift the heels of the feet, people were less upright than earlier as they were leaning more forward. The potential energy of the body was a little smaller and due to its transformation into less kinetic energy there was a decreased fall of the body [9]. Less stretching of the triceps surae, resulted finally in decreased neurogenesis.

When people stand barefoot they perform as they had done wearing heeled shoes. Probably, the reason for this is that force-transducing receptors in the legs appear to be excluded as source of the somatic information [10]. Instead this information could have been transferred to the lumbar gait centre and then the nervous system could not have been able to change this state unless shoes not lifting the heel are used. Probably the heel’s support area must be large enough, as this makes it possible for the nervous system to transfer somatic information from the soles to the lumbar gait centre as soon as the swing heel lifts.

The stimulation of the nervous system continued, but in the Western World people have lost a great deal of it because of loss of optimal stimulation during at least the last hundred years. We can get an idea of what to regain if we look at the importance of more physical activity. During both walking and running, the body is in a constant state of falling forward [11]. Schizophrenia and other dementias would be less present [12-14], we would get better cardiovascular function [15], better functioning with diabetes type II [16], and better pull through infectious diseases [17,18].

Studies of blood pressure during spaceflight have shown that within 2 weeks diastolic pressure decreased, whereas systolic and mean pressures remained unchanged [19,20]. One study reported that both systolic and diastolic pressures decreased during 3 to 6 months of spaceflight [21]. During 6 months of spaceflight, systolic blood pressure, mean arterial pressure, and pulse pressure decreased, and diastolic pressure was unchanged [22]. If the last study proves to be the most reliable and because of the better use of gravity in people with upright walking we could infer that systolic blood pressure, mean arterial pressure, and pulse pressure would increase, and diastolic pressure be unchanged compared to people wearing heeled shoes.

In the 1970s Heath [12] stimulated the vermal gait center in 11 patients with intractable psychiatric illness, and so succeeded in positively affecting 4 patients with schizophrenia. They had been ill for at least 6 years, but could, with stimulation, be discharged and then function without medications or other treatment. Crenna, et al. [14] stimulated the subthalamic nucleus in Parkinson’s disease and found significant improvement in vertical alignment of the trunk and shank.

The pattern of age mortality with a heavy toll on the young adult population can be considered one of the most important and identifying characteristics of the “Spanish” influenza pandemic [18]. An explanation could be the use of heeled shoes. At the end of the 19th century speed and...
efficiency of shoe production greatly increased, and more and more people changed to wearing modern Western heeled shoes. Something like this could then have happened: People who were 20-30 years-old in 1918 were born in 1878-1888. They began school in 1885-1895, from then on wore heeled shoes, thereby lost optimal stimulation of the nervous system during the years they were growing up and so were less well defended against viral attack. People who were 50-60 years-old in 1918 were born in 1858-1868. They began school in 1865-1875, still wore shoes with no heels. Optimal stimulation of the nervous system continued until later in life when they were provided with heeled shoes when beginning to work, starting military training or getting married. Thanks to a longer time of optimal stimulation when growing up, they were better defended against viral attack.

In Ancient Greece people used footwear which didn’t lift the heel of the foot, so they were much better defended against most diseases. When they still fell ill, Hippocrates used treatments according to which the body contains within itself the power to rebalance its functions and so to heal itself. Now, if people could start using footwear which don’t lift the heel, medicine would transform and physicians could once more take advantage of Hippocrates’ treatments.

Unfortunately, on the market there probably are few shoes that don’t lift the heel, but you may yourself be able to make a suitable pair of such shoes. Take a pair of Plimsoll-style canvas shoes with rubber soles. They look quite flat but are provided with an in-sole (the sole just under the foot in the shoe) that is a little thicker in the heel-part. In general, it is lightly glued into the shoe and can easily be removed. You can easily ascertain this by putting your thumb on the place of the heel of the foot in the shoe and the index finger opposite to the thumb under the shoe. Then you put the thumb on the place of the first joint of the big toe and the index finger opposite it. You will easily find that the sole is equally thick on both sites. Now, always use these shoes and you’ll with time find improvements in many functions of your body.

The author had no opportunity to take part in any study of the relation between upright walking and stimulation of the nervous system. A possible way to examine this is to use a study such as that in Ref. [21] where blood pressure was compared in different gravities. Use subjects wearing shoes that don’t lift the heel and compare their pressure to the pressure in subjects wearing heeled shoes. This study could probably be performed in 6 months, too.
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